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For the first time, the final years of one of the world's most captivating rock showman are laid bare. Including interviews from Freddie
Mercury's closest friends in the last years of his life, along with personal photographs, Somebody to Love is an authoritative biography of the
great man. Here are previously unknown and startling facts about the singer and his life, moving detail on his lifelong search for love and
personal fulfilment, and of course his tragic contraction of a then killer disease in the mid-1980s. Woven throughout Freddie's life is the
shocking story of how the HIV virus came to hold the world in its grip, was cruelly labelled 'The Gay Plague' and the unwitting few who
indirectly infected thousands of men, women and children - Freddie Mercury himself being one of the most famous. The death of this vibrant
and spectacularly talented rock star, shook the world of medicine as well as the world of music. Somebody to Love finally puts the record
straight and pays detailed tribute to the man himself.
The book comprises three tales written in "classical" verse (i.e., strict rhythms and rhyme.) Although in the form of fairy tales and fables, they
deal with important social and historic issues. "A Tale of Dancing Chair" decries racial discrimination and expounds the idea that, regardless
of outside help, success comes to those who don't shy away from hard work, are willing and able to use creative potential to the fullest, and
stand up to bigotry, injustice, and unfair judgement. "A Tale of Captive Puffins . . ." reflects upon events in the history of Russian/Soviet Jewry
in the twentieth Century. To recognize historic prototypes of the fable's characters, one should read up on history of Tsarist Russia and Soviet
Union, Weimar and Nazi Germany. However, it is not a prerequisite: the Tale is intended to trigger reader's interest in those chapters of
history. "A Tale of Boy Nightingale . . . " is intended to make dents in prejudices against unconventional" (gay and lesbian) families. It
proclaims love, respect, and loyalty as traits identifying and holding together families, asserts that friendship between children from different
families is greatest hope and strongest weapon in the struggle against prejudices still prevalent in society.
A deep novel - with a personal dedication from Rev. June Juliet Gatlin, Michael Jackson's spiritual advisor. When Michael Jackson died,
millions of people were affected and many felt that there was something strange around his death. In this book you will have intimate insights
into Michael's personal world, for the first time in the form of a novel, and perhaps find a new answer. This is about the moving spectrum of
feelings behind his dramas - taking into account his spiritual interests, but above all the question as to why ... why did he of all people have to
experience disasters of this scale? The touching and poignant story of Michael Jackson as the emotional story of his life: nuances that are so
often and readily omitted by the tabloids, his thoughts, feelings, fears, especially in the last two years before his death - are based on details,
facts and background knowledge of people who knew Michael personally. Michael always said: Before you judge me, try hard to love me.
This is an important piece of truth about Michael – share the thrill, read the book, gift it, review it, criticize it - give the truth around Michael
Jackson a chance - let the true Michael live!
The great violinist Viktoria Mullova's story is one of striking contrasts and huge challenges. As a young musician she was a bright star in the
Soviet musical firmament, but she stunned the world when she escaped the KGB and fled to the West, leaving behind her family, friends and
all she knew. And in her flight from Finland, Viktoria also abandoned on her hotel bed the priceless Stradivarius she'd played during her
triumph at the International Tchaikovsky Competition. From Russia to Love recounts the journey of a remarkable woman. Armed only with her
violin bow and her exceptional talent, Viktoria went on to conquer the West. As her new life unfolded, first in America and then in Europe,
Viktoria met fellow exiles Nureyev and Rostropovich, fell in love with conductor Claudio Abbado and learned to throw off the shackles of her
Russian training. Granted unparalleled access to her subject, Eva Maria Chapman paints an intimate, truthful and sensitive portrait of a
unique artist.

Coby and Eli are back in a story of love and laughter, proving that the city of lights is still the most romantic place on earth. This
story also includes the audiobook, narrated by Kale Williams
THE FLAME OF TRANSFORMATION TURNS TO LIGHT is a book of poems in traditional ghazal form, the first half begun in
Turkey, companion volume to "open form" poems written at a later visit, published in 2006 as Love is a Letter Burning in a High
Wind (The Ecstatic Exchange). Visiting the epiphany-inducing tombs of Mevlana Rumi and his spiritual companion Shems in
Konya, their baraka bathing the journey, the grave of Turkey's great native Sufi poet, Yunus Emre, and traveling through a land of
such subtle spirituality, these poems chronicle an imagistic diary through both interior and exterior countrysides, with the second
half continued in the same vein at home in Philadelphia.
A collection of eight plays by Pulitzer prize-winning author Sam Shepard.
ANTHOLOGY FOUR IN THIS POETRY TO EMBRACE WITH LOVE SERIES.... WHICH ONCE AGAIN INCLUDES SOME MOST
WONDERFUL POETRY SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES TO ENJOY ALL INSTIGATED BY POET DENA M. FERRARI IN HER
FORUM AT THE WRITERS AND POETRY ALLIANCE...
Once in a lifetime, the most beautiful love story you will ever know is the one you're living. From love discovered as teens, to love rekindled
as matured adults with grown children, this book takes you on the journey of two people who overcame extraordinary challenges, including a
thirty-year separation, intense emotionally-protective barriers, and living over nine hundred miles apart, to ultimately claim an everlasting love.
Now married over five years, read not only about the phenomenon of the love that brought them back together, but also of the faith, gratitude,
and day to day practices that hold them together. Told in a two-person narrative filled with tender, heartwarming moments, humor, and
practical wisdom, their story will make you smile, cry, and realize the beauty and power of love between two people and the mystery some
call destiny. It will encourage you to revere God's ability to "make all things new" in His own time. More than anything, it will inspire you to
believe in miracles, particularly the miracle of love.
From Cuba with Love deals with love, sexuality, and politics in contemporary Cuba. In this beautiful narrative, Megan Daigle explores the role
of women in Cuban political culture by examining the rise of economies of sex, romance, and money since the early 1990s. Daigle draws
attention to the violence experienced by young women suspected of involvement with foreigners at the hands of a moralistic state, an
opportunistic police force, and even their own families and partners. Investigating the lived realities of the Cuban women (and some men)
who date tourists and offering a unique perspective on the surrounding debates, From Cuba with Love raises issues about women’s
bodies–what they can or should do and, equally, what can be done to them. Daigle’s provocative perspective will make readers question how
race and politics in Cuba are tied to women and sex, and the ways in which political power acts directly on the bodies of individuals through
law, policing, institutional programs, and social norms.
When his friend George Gershwin persuaded Vladimir Dukelsky to change his name to Vernon Duke, what the music world already knew
became apparent to the public at large—the man had two musical personas—one as a composer, the other as a tunesmith. One wrote
highbrow music, the other lowbrow. Yet the two sides complemented each other. Neither could function without the other. Born and
classically trained in imperial Russia, Vladimir Dukelsky (1903–1969) fled the Bolshevik Revolution with his family, discovered American
popular music in cosmopolitan Constantinople, and pursued his budding interest to New York before his passion for classical music drew him
to Paris, where the impresario Serge Diaghilev hired him to compose a ballet for the Ballets Russes. Taking a Chance on Love immerses us
in Duke’s dizzying globe-hopping and genre-swapping, as financial concerns and musical passions drive him from composing symphonies to
writing songs, from brilliant successes to Broadway flops, and from performing with classical performers to writing books and articles.
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Throughout, as he crisscrosses the landscape of American music, collaborating with lyricists such as Howard Dietz, Ira Gershwin, and
Sammy Cohn, the incomparable Vernon Duke emerges clearly from these pages: sometimes charming, sometimes infuriating, always
entertaining. Although Vernon Duke has entered the canon of American standards with such songs as “Taking a Chance on Love,” “I Can’t
Get Started,” and “April in Paris,” little is known about the composer with two personas. Taking a Chance on Love brings the intriguing
double life of Dukelsky/Duke back into the spotlight, restoring a chapter to the history of the Great American Songbook and to the story of
twentieth-century music.
All for Love Or From the Manger to the CrossAll for LoveVintageNever Too Late For LoveA Coincidence Short Story with Free
AudiobookFelice Stevens

Shadows is a love story with a difference. The lovers fall in love at first sight but they reserve their opinion for the life to
come. They want to understand each other, to fathom the depth of their love for each other and to ensure dignified
attitude for each other.
The author, a successful country and western singer, recounts the ups and downs of his life and career
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Singing plays a major role in Paramahamsa Sri Swami Vishwananda's mission and His work. This collection of bhajans is
accompanied by chords in an attempt to bring many beautiful bhajans to all who are interested in learning to play them
on a harmonium, keyboard or guitar.This is by no means the last edition. Many bhajans are being discovered or created
by Guruji and His devotees all over the world, as we strive to find new songs through which we can express our Love and
devotion. Be a chant collector and creator! Sing and sing, until your heart explodes for the Divine!
Candlelight dinners and sweet treats are the ingredients for love. These seven couples offer more than just a taste of romance to whet your
appetite. It's a full plate of fun, a few food fights, and a satisfying menu to fill your cravings for passion. The Meatball Mistress: Ryan Garridy
is a diehard commitment phobe, struggling to keep his Italian restaurant afloat. The last thing he needs is to hire Cara Manzoni, a woman
who skipped out on paying for her meal. Unless, that is, this secretive stunner can save more than just his livelihood. A Sweet Deal: Richard
Morgan's father will sell the family business to a rival candy company unless Richard marries to secure the business he loves. This deal is the
only thing standing between mergers and acquisitions rep Yvette Cruz and the promotion she desperately wants. Will a growing attraction
between them be enough to sweeten even this corporate rivalry? Company Ink: Violet Young fought hard to land her position with Wynne's
Kitchen, New York City's world-renowned bakery at Rockefeller Center. Unfortunately, she's asked to train her new boss, sexy Ben Preston,
who could cost her the next promotion she needs. Will Ben and Violet turn up the heat, or do their careers take the cake? His Wicked Celtic
Kiss: It took just one teasing wink and a sexy Irish lilt from bad boy Lorcan Byrne to turn Julie Denison's world upside down faster than she
could ice a cake in her bakery. The problem is, he's only in town for six months, and happily ever after isn't in this world traveler's
vocabulary...unless Julie can help him learn a new language. Acute Reactions: The man with allergies never gets the girl, but that may
change for restaurateur Ian Zamora when he makes an appointment with allergist Petra Lale. A little romance just might be chicken soup for
his heart. Marrying the Wrong Man: Morgan Parrish's dad planned her marriage to a man destined to be president of the United States, but
she fell in love with the town drunk's son, got pregnant, and fled. Now she's back and waitressing at the bistro Charlie Cramer manages. If
they give in to the attraction and screw things up again, their daughter will deal with the fallout...or they just might get that American dream
after all. Delicious Deception: Artist Emily Kate Boudreaux spends her days running a restaurant on a Texas bayou because it's what her
family expects. Then sexy chef Connor Rikeland walks into her life and turns her business and her bed into one hot adventure. But Cajun
cooking isn't his ticket to fame, and his story is a sham. Emily Kate must decide what's real, what's a lie, and what's worth risking her heart
over. Sensuality Level: Sensual
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